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SYNPOSIS
Set in the 1970s, the play revolves around two

policemen and their work after receiving a domestic

abuse complaint, exploring themes of domestic

violence, police brutality, and authoritarianism.

Performed by a primarily female presenting cast,

PAANDA’s interpretation of the production portrays

these concepts through a female perspective,

engaging in a modern take of an Australian classic.

 

TRIGGER WARNING:

This performance has references of domestic abuse

and violence. If you, or anyone you know is at risk of

abuse or violence, please call 1800RESPECT to

access support services

 

 

 

 



The Performing Arts Association of Notre Dame

Australia has been providing theatrical

entertainment for the Notre Dame community for 17

years. Young people from all different degrees and

unique walks of life come together to create a new

and exciting production each Semester. 

 

With fundraisers we are able to grow our club and

add to the production value of our shows. Each

Semester we find new members to join in the fun and

family that is PAANDA and add to our General

Committee. 

 

We hope that you enjoy the production of Blithe

Spirit which dedicated PAANDA members have worked

hard to bring to life on the stage tonight!
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Finally, we wish to pay our respects to the
traditional custodians of the land we are performing
and rehearsing on, the Whadjuk people of the Noongar

nation. We wish to acknowledge and respect their
continuing culture and the contribution they make to

the life and art of this city and this region.
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holly lynch
I joined PAANDA in 2021, having just graduated from high

school, and at the time having entered into a nursing

degree, I needed my theatrical escape from reality.

Whom better than PAANDA to satiate my creative needs.

It was a very eccentric Matthew Jones whom, at

orientation day, roped me into this cult I have grown to

love. This show is my first onstage performance with

PAANDA, and although it was not the way I thought it

would go, I have loved almost every minute of it. I

couldn't have asked for a better team to work with.

Matthew, Cole, Orla and Rachel have been absolute

lifesavers in navigating what has been a difficult

semester. I will always remember 'The Removalists'

from the many times our handcuffs broke from overuse.

I hope you enjoy our show!
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STELLA HAMMOND
Acting in a PAANDA play is such a team sport. Everyone is so invested in

the play, holistically, that we're all able to contribute in making the

performance the best it can be. The beauty of the Removalists is that it

challenges the audience to pick up on issues that society can so often

ignore without even realising, which makes acting in it so much more

interesting and satisfying. I got introduced to PAANDA by word of mouth

by asking girls that had graduated from my school in the drama

department how they continued with theatre, where I was then told

about the wonderful work PAANDA does for theatre enthusiasts at ND.

So, I sought them out at O-day and asked about the next possible time

newbies could audition and then met the best bunch of people at Uni so

far!!  My favourite part of The Removalists has been purely the

privilege of experiencing my first PAANDA play and being able to see

first-hand the amount of appreciation this group has for the

performing arts. The PAANDA community is so driven and motivated to

produce the best standard of work they can, and it's incredibly

influential to be surrounded by like-minded people that are as invested

in telling stories, and not just telling stories but doing it all with a

purpose. 
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ESTE BREYTENBACH
Esté’s passion for the stage was nurtured during her years at

John Curtin College of the Arts, studying Drama in the Gifted &

Talented program. Her dedication was recognised when she

graduated in 2019, receiving the Carolyn Byatt Performance

Excellence Award. In 2020 Esté was invited to showcase her

Original Solo Performance, Case Study: Lobotomy ,at

Performing Arts Perspectives 2020. Her practical exam was

filmed and features in the SCSA Good Answers Guide. 

 

‘The Removalists’ is Esté’s debut performance with PAANDA.

Working on a production with such talented and dedicated

cast members and crew has been a highlight of the rehearsal

process. Team work makes the dream work! 

 

Shout out to my Ouma who is always encouraging me in my

theatrical pursuits from overseas.
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LILY SLATTERY
As my second production with PAANDA and my first as a

committee member I have absolutely loved bringing The

Removalists to the stage. Being apart of this strong prominently

female cast has been something both powerful and beautiful

and I truly feel grateful to have been apart of this production. I

was always been drawn to the character Kate with her strong

willed attitude to get justice for her sister while also proving

to be somewhat explosive in her most vulnerable moments,

something that I've realized would've been a position that was

very restricting for a female in the 1970s. I thoroughly enjoyed

delving into the mind of Kate Mason while also working

alongside the most amazing and hardworking cast and crew.

While this production has had its swings and roundabouts I am so

proud of everyone and cant wait for you all to see it. I greatly

applaud Matthew and Orla for stepping into the director roles

and I truly feel their hard work is evident in this play.
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LUCY WIESE
Acting with PAANDA has been equal parts joyful,

challenging and nurturing. Every week chipping away at

this force of a play has uncovered another, joyously met,

layer of passion for the craft. I met our directors in a

Fringe show last year and and wriggled my way back into

their embrace at PAANDA upon beginning studies at Notre

Dame. Growing into the role of Fiona in the bosom of our

Removalists family and amidst the brilliance of all its

creative forces has been a delight. Support on and off

stage has brought an ease to slipping in and out of

character. Shout out to David Williamson for dragging out

that ironing scene for 3 pages, and to our wonderful set

designers for positioning the ironing board front and

centre stage. I have never been so nervous to perform a

role in front of my mother.
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MARTHA O'HAGAN
Getting involved with PAANDA is a bit like opening

a packet of Oreos - you may only intend take a

couple, but something keeps you coming back

(with questionable effects on your health, but a

whole lot of satisfaction). The best part about

this time has been the kick-ass all female cast

for The Removalists; each of them brings

something unique and captivating to the

performance, leaving me a little star-struck.

Lastly, to the countless Australians who

continue to be affected by family and domestic

violence - may you be seen and heard beyond this

theatre and long after curtain call. 



Prod  Leadership
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MATTHEW JONES
It is always a pleasure being a part of a paanda

production, as we are able to cultivate new talent for

wa's theatre community. 

 

This play is quite important for our company consdiering

we are predominately female presenting. The story of

this  male  littered play has it's themes put under a

magnifying glass when presented via a predominately

female presenting cast. We see the pain of domestic

abuse, the hideous nature of toxic masculinity and  the

abhorrent treatment of police within the period. 

 

It has been an honour working with this talented group ,

and I am certain that this production will make think and

feel. 
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ORLA POOLE
My aim when starting this production, was to create a piece of theatre that

was thought provoking yet tender, different yet familiar; and I think we

have done just that.

 

Our production of The Removalists was different from the start, deciding to

take the route of a predominantly female presenting cast didn’t feel like a

risk to us, we felt it was a perfect time to create a theatrically

commentary on patriarchal society through a female lens. 

 

David Williamson’s script offers us many gifts and challenges, and as a

director I found excitement in deciding how to show and communicate the

nuances of male-written characters, how the portrayal of these

characters comments on toxic masculinity and changes the way we speak to

these issues in present day.

 

Thank you to every individual who has brought this show to life, each and

everyone of you has contributed to the telling of this story, there is a piece

of all of you on this stage.
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CAT ACRES
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RACHEL CALDER

 This show has been an absolute rollercoaster and I

am extremely proud of our stellar cast and crew who

have put so much time and effort into this production.

This play has has its challenges and it’s just rewards

and I cannot wait to show all of you the product of

these three months of hard work. Wether it was on

stage or behind the scenes, I hope that everyone who

contributed to this show feels the satisfaction in

their performance. I love my cast and crew!!

The past three months of developing this play haven’t

been without some challenges, but through it all, our

fantastic cast and crew have put their all into making

this play and have created a remarkable performance. 

David Williamson’s script offers strong portrayals of

current domestic violence and abuse of power. Our

directors have worked together to create a powerful

vision addressing and targeting these issues. The

dedication and effort of our cast and crew have

helped materialise this vision and create a memorable

experience. I am so proud of everyone involved in the

behind the scenes of this play and am in awe of our

talented cast.




